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Evidence based medicine (EBM)1 and evidence-based practice (EBP)2 have become the major driving force impacting clinical practice education, policy making and scientific medical research. EBM and EBP has therefore become of direct interest and relevance to the majority of health teaching and research in universities.

I have to admit that I was initially excited by the goals of EBM and EBP, which seemed to bring hope for a new level of objectivity. However, this hope was clearly a premature evaluation and has been upset by the preeminent professional application of evidence based practice, which breaks down to simply finding the best evidence within a paradigm, without questioning the paradigm itself. The emphasis on hard science tends to devalue multifaceted highly developed clinical expertise largely derived from experience and a detailed study and understanding of individual patients.3

Sometimes there may be no evidence. Regardless, the absence of evidence of effectiveness is not the same as absence of effectiveness.4 Clearly, not all spinal or musculoskeletal treatments are studied or can be studied to the same magnitude as in EBM. Non-pharmacological methods of treatment that pertain to manual medicine, specifically spinal manipulation, cannot readily participate in EBM or EBP studies.5 Manual medicine has an underdeveloped research culture. Randomized and controlled studies to date have not been satisfactorily designed to prove effectiveness or ineffectiveness of manual medicine in terms of EBM.6

The sum of evidence has to be more than a Cochrane type meta analysis of randomized and controlled trial studies.7 To date the data do not include many types of treatments or patients seen in daily clinical manual medicine practice. We need to recognize the subjective nature of clinical decision making as the fundamental aspect of human assessment. Imperatively, we need to acknowledge the subjective meaning of pain and disability to the patients we serve. The laudable goal of making clinical decisions based on evidence will be further impaired unless we include patient values and beliefs and incorporate this invaluable perspective.

Randomized trial information is not very often available for issues in etiology, diagnosis, prognosis and for clinical judgments that rely on pathophysiologic changes, psychosocial factors and personal preferences of patients and direction for providing comfort and reassurance.8
Simply we require a new and more applicable design development for studies in order to do justice to non-pharmacological treatments based on evidence and effectiveness.

Randomization and blinding becomes problematic in non-pharmacological studies. The randomized controlled trials (RCT’s) have an important place in the assessment of the efficacy of manual medicine. However, the RCT’s address only one limited question, whether an intervention has statistically an effect. The RCT does not address why the intervention works, how the participants are experiencing the intervention or how they give meaning to these experiences. It may be argued that the addition of qualitative research methods to RCT’s can further understanding of manual medicine interventions. Qualitative research is able to assist in understanding the meaning of a specific intervention to the patients as well as the patient’s beliefs in respect to the treatment and the expectations of the outcome. Qualitative research may aid in understanding the impact of the context and the process of the intervention. Qualitative research is helpful in the development of appropriate outcome measures for manual medicine. A greater understanding of manual medicine intervention will have the potential to improve health care delivery and further acceptance of non-pharmacological therapies.

The aspect of EBP raises important issues about our fundamental role and how the chiropractic profession will choose to practice and appropriately define our profession in the future. The Cochrane library is not the exclusive answer, nor is tradition and anecdotal evidence. Historically non-pharmacological therapeutic intervention such as spinal manipulation lack the established research infrastructure of conventional medicine. Unfortunately, research respective to spinal manipulation has attracted only a limited number of manual medicine high caliber researchers. The field suffers from a durst of research expertise.

Randomized and controlled studies in manual medicine simply do not align with the evidence based medicine paradigm. This fact has resulted in present situations where relatively little scientific research has occurred. Methodology and design in EBM have neglected non-pharmacological treatments. One of the under researched areas in manual medicine is spinal manipulation. By concentrating the design methodology on drug trials, EBM has prejudiced the patient population suffering from chronic diseases in need of complex multi-modal management and non-pharmacological interventions. Clearly, it is much easier to do an RCT for a drug treatment than it is for a physical manual intervention.

What is not readily measurable tends to be denied existence in medical science. This fact creates a questionable bias within the evidence based medicine paradigm when weighed against areas of research in spinal manipulation where outcomes, to date, cannot be effectively quantified. Therapeutic benefits of spinal manipulation unquestionably occur on levels not accessible by quantitative measurement.

This profession needs to utilize techniques that consolidate judiciously definable and defensible parameters. There is a vast difference between randomized controlled clinical validated studies and ‘vitalistic’ charisma. Bronfort et al. have over sixty well researched random controlled trials buttressing spinal manipulation. Therapeutic techniques that are neither defensible, valid nor reliable will pursue ‘legendary subluxations’ in lieu of scientific accountability. Reliability and validity studies will not permit mixed and inconclusive evidence. Confusion abounds …

The evidence issue protracts and the question becomes … Is chiropractic a profession or a procedure? Bumper stickers and posters such as ‘Chiropractic Works’ or ‘Chiropractic Healing’ discredit the profession. When it comes to defending what this profession does … for patients, patient advocacy, ministries of health, insurance companies and courts of law, ‘innate restoration and the nerve rule’ will blanch in evidence based clinical practice.

The dichotomy within the profession in the approach to clinical knowledge should not be irreconcilable. There needs to be a consilient approach to the interpretation of the evidence and the integration of intervention in clinical practice. The EBP approach will rely on the linking of interdisciplinary cooperation and facilitate collaboration and the development and alliance with other relevant manual medicine organizations.

Internationally there is a growing interest in manual medicine therapies and EBP. An increasing number of respected medical researchers are designing trials to study the efficacy of spinal manipulation and manual medicine modalities addressing the complaints for which they have traditionally been advocated.
sion has developed a small dedicated group of researchers who have actively published results in highly respected journals.\textsuperscript{16,17} This profession must learn to adopt and utilize evidence based medicine or evidence based practice approaches in daily clinical practice. Failure to do so will further polarize this profession.

A degree of professional consensus is necessary so that an intervention is consistent based on evidence based practice simultaneously having an enduring impact in the delivery of health care in the future. EBM, EBP clinical expertise needs to be balanced with evidence of cost-effectiveness. Many interventions/treatments are clinically effective but exceptionally expensive. Cost-effectiveness: Is the additional health expenditure justified by the improvement in health? Manual medicine, specifically spinal manipulation intervention is cost-effective.\textsuperscript{18} The ongoing spine patient outcome research trial (SPORT) will possibly shed light in their findings and will begin to appear in the literature. Rates of spinal surgery have increased sharply over time. Despite these trends, there is little evidence proving the effectiveness of surgical intervention over non-operative management. Such a multi-centered, randomized and controlled trial, for the first time will provide scientific evidence as to the relative effectiveness of surgical versus non-surgical treatment.\textsuperscript{19}

The majority of manual medicine providers use interventions with high evidence of clinical effectiveness, however much of clinical practice is spent on interventions that are not well reported in the literature. Some of these interventions ought to be revisited in light of the design of the SPORT trial.\textsuperscript{20} Future results will probably indicate the need for improvement in the quality of the clinical research as well as the dissemination and implementation in a manner that is acceptable to all health care providers. Manual musculoskeletal medicine should be approached in a more evidence based manner. This profession needs to become a partner in the delivery of health care of Canadians and a referral specialty for physicians for neuromusculoskeletal disorders.
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